
A committed player in the new economy, we imagine intelligent and responsible digital tools, relying on astrong spirit of innovation, cutting-edge technical expertise and limitless creativity.
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Profile

Our activity is based on three pilars : Tailor-made web development, e-commerce and ArtificialIntelligence

Corecompetencies

400 +
PROJECTS
COMPLETED SINCE
2005

7,7
2022 SALES
IN MILLION €

130 +
DEDICATED
COWORKERS

5
AGENCIES
IN FRANCE

G2
BANQUE DE FRANCE
RATINGS

Project Manager | Developers | Graphic designer | Data-scientistData-analyst / Data engineer | Editors (web-print) | Quality specialists
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Open Source commitment since 2005



Committed to the open source community and technologies, OpenStudio has carried out more than 400
web projects. Editor of thelia, our technical expertise on this open source CMS designed for customized
development solutions, allows us to offer our customers e-commerce website with scalable features
that adapt perfectly to their needs.

AI future of OS

Use-cases

CorporatePhilosophy

Open Source commitment since 2005

Since 2005, thelia has run hundreds of online sales sites in France and abroad. With its REST APIand templating system, Thelia adapts to many issues: link with ERP/CRM, web2store, click & collect,store picking, drive, B2B, multisite, PIM, marketplace, cash register software, etc.
Since 2010, we have been developing the main platforms to collect energy saving certificates (CEE).In 2020, we have initiated a major technological enhancement with the implementation ofmicroservices environment based applications.
Attentive to the evolution of the sector, we have also developed an “AI for e-commerce” offer. Theintegration of artificial intelligence bricks is a way for companies that trust us to optimize as muchas possible the performance of their web platform or e-commerce website.
OpenStudio has experts in artificial intelligence to support its customers in automatic naturallanguage processing (NLP), optimization under constraints, anomaly detection or even the design ofdigital twins.



OpenStudio promotes open source projects so that other agencies can benefit from our work, reducingsoftware obsolescence and emphasizing the idea of a shared economy, ensuring data sovereignty forour users.

Transfer ofintellectualproperty

OpenSource

Open Source commitment since 2005

OpenStudio facilitates strategic autonomy, therefore the ability to decide, to choose the righttechnologies and to be autonomous.

Thelia AI
Thelia is infinitely expandable and with thelia.ai, OpenStudio now offers all companies, including smalland medium-sized ones, the opportunity to develop their business on the internet, taking advantage ofthe performance of cutting-edge technology.
Based on a lambda architecture (big data oriented architecture, under Hadoop / Spark), we can now offerthe following functionalities : a recommendation engine, an order prediction tool, a dashboard to monitorproduct performances and marketing automation tools.
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